Worksheet 8. Vocabulary practice

One word in each item is incorrect. Cross out the incorrect word and replace it with a logical word from the word pool.

boiled    renewal
√ devastation    rescued
evacuated    routine
grease    scared
heed    sprinkle
powdered    unit

1. As a result of the hurricane, there was a lot of dough [devastation]. It was terrible.
2. People were being dissolved from the buildings.
3. You’d better escape the warning: stay in your house.
4. Roll a little sugar on top of the strawberries.
5. The spirit of money in several European countries is the euro.
6. Spring is the time of excess for flowers, plants, and trees. They begin to grow again.
7. After the sailors had been stranded on the island for a week, they were restored by a Navy helicopter.
8. The cat was melted by the loud thunder and hid under the bed.
9. Astronauts take scattered eggs in aluminum bags with them on long flights. Even after several weeks, they can add water to the package and eat the mixture.
10. We often take beaten eggs with us on picnics. I eat the whites, and Sam eats the yolks.
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